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Abstract—A probabilistic scheme is presented for simulating evolution of polycrystalline microstructures during deformation. Microstructure images
are described using a compact descriptor called the nearest-neighbor conditional orientation correlation function, defined as the probability density
of occurrence of a crystal orientation at one pixel distance from a known orientation. The neighborhood information obtained from this function is
used to correct a Taylor-based formulation of crystal plasticity. A finite differencing scheme is developed to capture equilibrium of each orientation in
an average sense. The predictions of textures and stresses using our approach are compared against crystal plasticity finite element model of a planar
polycrystalline microstructure. We find that the new descriptor is able to capture texture components that are otherwise missed by the Taylor model
and provides consistent improvements in the prediction of reorientation and stresses. The simulation speed is significantly faster than crystal plas-
ticity finite element method and is more comparable to that of Taylor models.
� 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Integrated Computational Materials Engineering
(ICME) [1] paradigm for metal-forming processes proposes
stronger tie-in of microstructural models to engineering
simulations. The microstructural model of choice for poly-
crystalline alloys is the crystal plasticity finite element
method (CPFE) [2–6]. Here, mechanical properties of
aggregates of grains are analyzed by discretizing the grains
into finite elements and modeling texture development
using crystal plasticity constitutive models. There are two
primary issues when dealing with such an approach.
Firstly, multiscale simulations that use finite element repre-
sentation of the underlying microstructure are com-
putationally prohibitive. Secondly, polycrystalline
microstructures vary as a function of location in the raw
material and compact representations are needed to model
this variability.

An alternate class of schemes developed in recent years
allow compact representation of microstructures using
probabilistic descriptors. The simplest of these descriptors
is the one-point probability measure, the orientation
distribution function (ODF), which quantifies the volume
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fractions of crystals in the orientation space. Under an
applied deformation, texturing is simulated by numerically
evolving the ODF using conservation laws [7].
Conventional solution schemes are based upon representa-
tion of the ODF using a series of harmonics [8–10] or finite
elements [11–13]. The ODF representation is extremely
compact in comparison to discretized microstructures used
in CPFE, leading to significant speed up in microstructure
analysis. However, ODF representation does not contain
information about the local neighborhood of crystals.
Thus, equilibrium across grain boundaries cannot be cap-
tured and a Taylor assumption ([14], where all crystals
deform identically) is used. Such a constraint leads to a stiff
upper bound stress response, textures that are sharper than
measured and texture components that cannot be captured
[15].

The next level of descriptors, the two–point orientation
correlation function (OCF), Fðg0; g; rÞ, gives the probabil-
ity density of finding orientations g0 and g at the end points
of a randomly placed vector r within the microstructure.
This descriptor contains neighborhood information and
holds the promise of modeling grain equilibrium, thereby
relaxing the Taylor assumption. Representations of the
OCF in the form of global approximations (exponentially
decaying functions based on the Corson’s model [16,17]
and Fourier space representations [18]) and local approx-
imations (based on finite elements, [19]) have been studied
reserved.
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Fig. 1. NNOCF sampling from a microstructure (color coded based on grain orientation). The finite element mesh Mg represents the volume density
of each orientation (color). The NNOCF mesh Mg0 jgr attached to a node g in mesh Mg represents orientation distribution for the nearest neighbor
pixels of g. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in the past. However, the two-point measure is high dimen-
sional (e.g. OCF for a 3D FCC polycrystal is nine dimen-
sional) and there is still a significant need for reduced
representations.

Considerable improvements in OCF representation can
be realized by including the physics of deformation pro-
cesses. For example, in viscoplastic self consistent (VPSC)
schemes, Green’s function models the interaction between
crystals [20,21]. The function decays with distance and
can be used to estimate a cut-off radius beyond which
correlation information is redundant [19]. However, this
radius may encompass several grains and storage require-
ments are still significant. In this paper, we recognize that
the nearest neighbor pixels (situated near the singularity
of the Green’s function) carry most of the grain interaction
information. We explore the use of a conditional OCF
(Fðg0jg; rÞ) truncated to the nearest neighbors, hereafter
called the nearest neighbor conditional orientation correla-
tion function (NNOCF). The descriptor is extremely com-
pact and we show that it can be used to locally enforce
equilibrium (in an average sense) for each orientation using
a novel finite differencing scheme. The present model sig-
nificantly enhances the scope of our previous probabilistic
model published in this journal [13], through addition of
crystal neighborhood effects on texture development. The
model is explained in Section 2. To show the relevance of
this work to the material community, we have performed
comparison of our new approach to verified crystal plastic-
ity finite element codes of Refs. [13,22] in Section 3 and
show testable predictions in cases where Taylor models fail
and the use of two–point correlations resolves the problem.
The discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
1 The OCF also satisfies the r-interdependence equation as described in
[19]. However, due to lack of information beyond the nearest
neighbors, such a constraint cannot be enforced in this work.
2. Probabilistic representation

The complete orientation space of a polycrystal can be
reduced to a smaller subset, called the fundamental region,
as a consequence of crystal symmetries. Within the
fundamental region, each crystal orientation is represented
uniquely by a coordinate g, the parametrization for the
rotation (eg. Euler angles, Rodrigues vector [23]). The
ODF, represented by AðgÞ, describes the local density of
crystals over the fundamental region. Consider a region
Rd which is a ball of radius d centered at orientation g in
the fundamental region. Let vf ðRdÞ be the volume fraction
of crystals that have orientations that occur within volume
Rd. The ODF at an orientation g is defined as:

AðgÞ ¼ lim
d!0

vf ðRdÞR
Rd

dg
ð1Þ

The ODF is represented in this work over a finite element
mesh (Mg) of the fundamental region. The ODF at any
given orientation can be obtained by interpolating the
nodal values of the element containing that orientation.

The nearest-neighbor conditional orientation correla-
tion function (NNOCF), Fðg0jðg; rÞÞ, gives the probability
density of occurrence of an orientation g0 at the end point
of a vector r (of one pixel length) emanating from a given
orientation g (Fig. 1). The NNOCF is also represented in
the FE discretized fundamental region (called mesh Mg0 jgr,
Fig. 1). In a 2D model of the microstructure (Fig. 1), four
such meshes are needed at every node point in Mg

corresponding to the four nearest neighbor pixels. The
NNOCF satisfies the following conservation equations at
all times during deformation1:Z
Fðg0jðg; rÞÞdg0 ¼ 1;Fðg0jðg; rÞÞP 0Z
Aðg0Þdg0 ¼ 1;Aðg0ÞP 0 ð2Þ

In addition to the above constraints, the orientation space
corresponding to all possible g’s must satisfy the crys-
tallographic symmetries of the chosen system (FCC,
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(Dg) of crystals. The new ODF is obtained using Eq. (6) that ensures
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HCP, etc.) and the switching symmetry of the two–point
measure, namely,

Fðgjðg0; rÞÞPðrjg0ÞAðg0Þ ¼ Fðg0jðg; rÞÞPðrjgÞAðgÞ ð3Þ
Here, PðrjgÞ gives the probability density of occurrence of
vector r from a location with orientation g, which accounts
for the finite size of the sampled microstructure [19]. In this
work, we simplify the analysis by assuming Pðrjg0Þ ¼
PðrjgÞ ¼ PðrÞ.

2.1. Probability update in finite element spaces

The probabilities are evolved from time t ¼ 0 from an
initial NNOCF that satisfies the conservation equation
(2). During deformation, the initial orientation go of a crys-
tal reorients to a new orientation gt at time t. We assume
that the new orientation gt can be computed using a crystal
plasticity constitutive model (described later in Section 2.3).
Our objective in this section is to compute the new ODF
and NNOCF at time t. For this, the finite element mesh
of fundamental region Mg is deformed, with nodes located
at go moved to new locations gt. The ODF AðgtÞ represent-
ing the volume density of crystals with orientation gt at
time t follows the conservation equation (2) as:Z
Aðgo; t ¼ 0Þdgo ¼

Z
AðgtÞdgt ¼ 1 ð4Þ

where dgo represents the volume element in the undeformed
(initial) ODF mesh which becomes volume element dgt at
time t. A Jacobian Jðgo; tÞ ¼ detðGÞ gives the ratio of ele-
mental volumes, where G is the reorientation gradient given

as Gðgo; tÞ ¼ @gt
@go

. Using the Jacobian, a map of the current

mesh (at time t) to the reference mesh (at t ¼ 0) can be
made (assuming the map is invertible):Z
ðAðgo; t ¼ 0Þ � Âðgo; tÞJðgo; tÞÞdgo ¼ 0 ð5Þ

The quantity written as Âðgo; tÞ is the volume density AðgtÞ
plotted over the corresponding orientation (go) in the initial

mesh. Thus, Âðgo; tÞ gives the Lagrangian representation of
the current ODF in the initial mesh. If the integrand is con-
tinuous, a localized relationship of the following form can
be used to update the ODF at any time t:

Âðgo; tÞ ¼
Aðgo; t ¼ 0Þ

Jðgo; tÞ
ð6Þ

Fig. 2 gives an idea of how the approach works for a
one-dimensional fundamental region that is represented
using two-noded finite elements with linear interpolation.
Here, the Jacobian is simply the ratio of element lengths,
i.e. current length divided by the initial length. If the ele-
ment length decreases over time, the probability density
has to increase based on Eq. (6) to maintain normalization
of the ODF. A similar approach is used to update the
probability density F in the mesh Mg0 jgr as follows:

F̂ ðg0tjðgt; ro; tÞÞ ¼
Fðg0o; t ¼ 0jðgo; roÞÞ

Jðg0o; tÞ
ð7Þ
2.2. Interaction law

The microstructure is discretized into pixels (Fig. 3(a))
center pixel x is assumed to only interact with the four
neighbor pixels x0i (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4, with each particle occupy-
ing area DAi) along a bond defined by the vector hx0i � xi
as shown in Fig. 3(b).

The equation of balance of linear momentum at time t
for the center pixel x (assuming quasi-static loading and
no body forces) is given by [24]:

LðxÞ ¼
X4

i¼1

T x½ �hx0i � xi � T x0i
� �
hx� x0ii

� �
DAi ¼ 0 ð8Þ

where the term T x½ �hx0 � xi is the force state on pixel x
operating on the bond hx0 � xi. A typical configuration of
pixels of equal area is shown in Fig. 3(b). For this config-
uration, force state T can be modeled as,

T x½ �hx0i � xi ¼ P xðx0i � xÞ
T x0i
� �
hx� x0ii ¼ Piðx� x0iÞ ð9Þ

where P denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress with the
superscripts denoting the particle number (x is the center
pixel and i = 1,2,3,4 denoting the four neighbor pixels as
shown in Fig. 3(b). By plugging in the coordinates and
the stresses of the five pixels in Eq. (8), the following equi-
librium equations are obtained in terms of the stress com-
ponents (written as subscripts):

P 3
11 þ P 1

12 � P 2
11 � P 4

12 ¼ 0

P 3
21 þ P 1

22 � P 2
21 � P 4

22 ¼ 0 ð10Þ

In the statistical model, the stress Pk of pixel k is replaced
by a homogenized stress hPki found by averaging the PK
stress of each orientation over the initial NNOCF
F kðg0o; t ¼ 0jðgo; roÞÞ at pixel k, ie,

hPki ¼
Z

P̂F kdg0o ¼
XN

l¼1

P̂lF klDV l ð11Þ

The quantity written as P̂ is the stress Pðg0tÞ plotted over the
corresponding orientation (g0o) in the initial NNOCF mesh
(ie. the Lagrangian representation). Superscript l denotes
the node (l ¼ 1; . . . ;N ; N is the number of independent
nodes) in the NNOCF mesh at pixel k. DV l is the volume
assigned to node l in the orientation space.

Equilibrium is enforced by minimizing the equilibrium
equations with respect to the deformation gradient of each
orientation. At each time step, an initial guess for the
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deformation gradient of orientation l; Fl
taylor, is computed

based on a Taylor approximation for the velocity gradient
(Ll ¼ Lmacro). A finite difference formula is used, ie.,

Fl
taylor ¼ ðI � LmacroDtÞFl

prev ð12Þ

where Fl
prev is the (corrected) deformation gradient known

from the previous time step. For simplifying the notation,
the deformation gradient tensor (in 2D) for the orientation
at node l is denoted in a vector form such that:
�F l

1 ¼ F l
11;

�F l
2 ¼ F l

12;
�F l

3 ¼ F l
21;

�F l
4 ¼ F l

22. The variation of
stress tensor with respect to the deformation gradient is
of the form:

dhP k
iji ¼

XN

l¼1

F klDV l
X4

q¼1

@P̂ l
ij

@�F l
q

d�F l
q

 !
ð13Þ

Here, the PK stress P̂ and the tangent modulus @P̂
@�F

are evalu-

ated using the crystal plasticity constitutive model at a
deformation gradient of Fl

taylor. A Newton Raphson scheme

of the following form is then set-up to compute the correc-
tions d�Fl to the Taylor model:

dhP 3
11i þ dhP 1

12i � dhP 2
11i � dhP 4

12i
¼ �ðhP 3

11i þ hP 1
12i � hP 2

11i � hP 4
12iÞ

dhP 3
21i þ dhP 1

22i � dhP 2
21i � dhP 4

22i
¼ �ðhP 3

21i þ hP 1
22i � hP 2

21i � hP 4
22iÞ

ð14Þ

An additional set of equations is augmented to the above
system in order to ensure that the average deformation gra-
dient remains the same as the macroscopic deformation
gradient applied to the microstructure [22], i.e.,R

Fðgo; tÞAðgo; t ¼ 0Þdgo ¼ Fmacro . Since the initial guess
based on the Taylor assumption already satisfies this, it is
enough to ensure that the increment in deformation gradi-
ent averages to zero over all orientations. In other words,R

dFAdgo ¼ 0, or in the discretized form:

XN

l¼1

d�F l
qAlDV l ¼ 0; q ¼ 1; . . . ; 4 ð15Þ

The above equation (Eq. (15)) is augmented to Eq. (14) and
the resulting set of equations are arranged in a matrix–
vector form (using Eq. (13)) as: J d�F ¼ R where d�F ¼
½d�F 1

1; d�F 1
2; d�F 1

3; d�F 1
4; d�F 2

1; d�F 2
2; . . . ; d�F N

3 ; d�F N
4 �

T
. Since this is
an underdetermined system, the solution is obtained using
a pseudo-inverse operation which gives the correction with
the minimum Euclidean norm kd�Fk2. The equation is
solved only once and a step size (k) is used to correct the
deformation gradient of orientation l as:
�Fl

corrected ¼ �Fl
taylor þ kd�Fl.

2.3. Constitutive modeling

A single-crystal constitutive model [24] is employed to
model the plastic flow that takes place through slip on pre-
scribed slip systems. For a material with a ¼ 1; . . . ;N slip
systems defined by ortho-normal vector pairs ðma

0; n
a
0Þ

denoting the slip direction and slip plane normal respec-
tively at time t ¼ 0, the constitutive equations relate the fol-
lowing basic fields (all quantities expressed in crystal lattice
coordinate frame): the deformation gradient F defined with
respect to the initial undeformed crystal which can be
decomposed into elastic and plastic parts as F ¼ Fe Fp

(with detðFpÞ ¼ 1), the Cauchy stress r and the slip
resistances sa > 0. In the constitutive equations to be
defined below, the Green elastic strain measure �Ee ¼
1
2

FeT Fe � I
� �

defined on the relaxed configuration
(plastically deformed, unstressed configuration �B) is
utilized. The conjugate stress measure is then defined as
�T ¼ det FeðFeÞ�1

rðFeÞ�T .
The constitutive relation, for stress, is given by

�T ¼ C �Ee
� �

where C is the fourth-order anisotropic elastic-
ity tensor. It is assumed that deformation takes place
through dislocation glide and the evolution of the plastic
velocity gradient is given by:

Lp ¼ _FpðFpÞ�1 ¼
X

a

_caSa
0signðsaÞ ð16Þ

where Sa
0 ¼ ma

0 � na
0 is the Schmid tensor and _ca is the plas-

tic shearing rate on the ath slip system. The resolved stress
on the ath slip system is given by sa ¼ �T � Sa

0.
A rate independent algorithm is employed to solve the

single crystal model. The resolved shear stress sa is taken
to attain a critical value sa (the slip system resistance) on
the systems where slip occurs. These active systems have
a plastic shearing rate _ca > 0. There is no plastic shearing
rate (_ca ¼ 0) on inactive slip systems where the resolved
shear stress does not exceed sa. The evolution of slip system
resistance given by the following expression:



Table 1. Algorithm for NNOCF evolution.

(1) Initialize meshes Mg and Mg0 jrg and load probabilities AðgÞ and Fðg0jðr; gÞÞ computed from the sampling algorithm. Use Fl
prev ¼ I for all

ODF nodes at t ¼ 0.
(2) Apply time increment Dt.
(3) At current time step:

(3.1) Compute guess (Taylor) deformation gradient �Fl
taylor from Eq. (12).

(3.2) Call constitutive model at each node (in mesh Mg) to compute the stress tensor and tangent moduli (without updating the state
variables).

(3.3) Set up the system of equations in Eqs. (15) and (14) and solve for the correction to deformation gradient d�Fl

(3.4) Correct the deformation gradient of orientation l as: �Fl
corrected ¼ �Fl

taylor þ kd�Fl

(4) Update Probabilities:
(4.1) Call constitutive model at each node (in mesh Mg) to compute reorientation velocities at nodes in the fundamental region (use

corrected deformation gradient found in step (3.4), update the state variables).
(4.2) Update the nodal positions in the Mg and Mg0 jrg meshes using the computed reorientation velocity
(4.3) Postprocess: Find new ODF and NNOCFs using Eqs. (6) and (7) and compute averaged stresses and strains

(5) Go to step (2) if time t < tfinal
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_saðtÞ ¼
X

b

hab _cbðtÞ; with sað0Þ ¼ sa
0 ð17Þ

Here, hab is the slip system hardening term, _cb is the plastic
shearing rate on the bth slip system, and sa

0 is the initial slip
system resistance on the ath slip system. The algorithm for
computing the Piola–Kirchhoff-I stress and the tangent
modulus using this model is described in detail in [24].

2.4. Overall algorithm

The algorithm for the NNOCF update is given in
Table 1. In the algorithm, we first compute the stress
response of each orientation g using a guess deformation
gradient. Subsequently, the corrected deformation gradient
is computed using the nearest neighbor interaction model.
The corrected deformation gradient is used to update the
ODF and NNOCF. A total lagrangian approach is used
where the fundamental region mesh for g and g0 remain
unchanged and the reorientations are only stored at the
nodal points. If the reorientations are used to move the
nodal locations, new orientation spaces are obtained, which
are also valid fundamental regions [11]. The total
Lagrangian approach used in this work is adequate for
moderate strains. At larger strains, the nodal points may
begin to overlap and interpenetrate. To address such situa-
tions, remeshing techniques and updated lagrangian meth-
ods need to be developed in the future.
3. Numerical examples

The improvement in prediction of texture and stresses
achieved by the NNOCF approach over ODF-based meth-
ods has been quantified through simple deformation analy-
sis of a planar polycrystalline microstructure. Orientations
of planar crystals are characterized by the two dimensional
rotation R relating the crystal lattice frame to the reference
sample frame. A parametrization of the associated rotation
group is,

R ¼ IcosðrÞ � EsinðrÞ ð18Þ
where r is the angle between the crystal and sample axes, E
is the two dimensional alternator (E11 ¼ E22 ¼ 0;
E12 ¼ �E21 ¼ 1), and I is the identity tensor. Under the
symmetry, crystal orientations can be described uniquely
by parameters drawn from a simply connected fundamental
region ½a; aþ pÞ. Out of convenience, we will restrict the
choice of fundamental regions to the interval closest to
the origin ð�p=2; p=2Þ. Due to symmetry, the orientation
p=2 is exactly the same as orientation �p=2. This constraint
on the ODF and NNOCF is enforced in practise by using
periodic boundary conditions in the finite element mesh.
The crystal reorientation velocity follows by taking a
derivative of relation Eq. (18):

v ¼ 1

2
E �X ð19Þ

where X is the spin tensor defined as X ¼ _ReReT . Here, Re

is evaluated through the polar decomposition of the elastic
deformation gradient Fe ¼ ReUe in the constitutive model.

Nine different orientations from within the interval
ð�p=2; p=2Þ were distributed among the grains. The values
in the elastic stiffness matrix are taken as C11 ¼ 2 GPa and
C12 ¼ C44 ¼ 1 GPa. A specific crystal geometry with two
slip systems at orientation �p=6 and þp=6 was considered.
The particular hardening law in Eq. (17) is modeled as
hab ¼ hoðqþ ð1� qÞdabÞ with ho ¼ 20 MPa as the hardening
constant, q ¼ 1:4 as the latent hardening parameter and
s0 ¼ 20 MPa as the initial slip system resistance value
(taken to be identical for both slip systems). A step size
of k ¼ 0:02 was chosen. The imposed macroscopic velocity
gradients L in the examples are:

L ¼ g
1 0

0 �1

� 	
ðY-axis compressionÞ ð20Þ

and

L ¼ g
2 0

0 0

� 	
ðX-axis shearÞ ð21Þ

Here g is a constant strain rate taken to be 0.016/s.
To test the proposed formulation, a representative vol-

ume element (RVE) made using a Voronoi tessellation
was chosen. Fig. 4(a) shows the initial microstructure as
well as the initial ODF and NNOCF sampled from the
RVE using methods described in [19]. The initial ODF
and NNOCF are plotted on a finite element grid with nine
line elements in the fundamental region ð�p=2; p=2Þ of a
planar microstructure (with element length DV ¼ p=9)
and are shown in Fig. 4(b). In this visualization, the ODF
AðgÞ is shown at the center. The NNOCFs along each of
the four directions from g are shown as colored matrices.
In this matrix, the column i represents the NNOCF (ie.
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Fig. 4. (a) Microstructure consisting of about 100 grains colored by the grain orientation. (b) The statistical descriptor: ODF is plotted in the center.
The NNOCF for the four neighbor pixels of each orientation are also plotted. The red boxes show the orientation distribution (A) of g1 and the
distribution (F) for the left neighbor pixel of g1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of equivalent stress–strain response predicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the CPFE model for (a) Y-axis compression test (b) X-
axis shear test.
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Fðg0jðgi; rÞÞ) corresponding to ith node of the ODF (ie. ori-
entation gi). The diagonals of the matrix have significantly
higher probability since it is much more likely for a pixel
(eg. within a grain) to be surrounded by like orientations.
The smaller probabilities seen in the off-diagonals account
for the pixels at the grain boundaries of each grain.
Within the diagonal values, higher color intensities give a
measure of relative grain size in that direction. For exam-
ple, grains with orientation of �1.5 (darkest blue grains
in Fig. 4(a)) are longer in the y-direction on average; which
is reflected in higher NNOCF intensities in the vertical
direction compared to the horizontal directions (corner val-
ues of the matrix). The corner points are identical due to
crystallographic symmetry.
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captured by both NNOCF and CPFE models. (b) 7p=18 orientation during X-axis shear. Here, a sharp increase in orientation is predicted at a strain
of 0.075 by the Taylor model. Both CPFE and NNOCF models predict a more gradual change due to interactions with neighbor grains.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of orientation change predicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the CPFE model for nodes 1 to 4 in the ODF mesh during x-axis
shear.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of orientation change predicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the CPFE model for nodes 6 to 9 in the ODF mesh during y-axis
compression.
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In order to test the approach, the NNOCF simulation
results are compared against the more accurate crystal plas-
ticity finite element (CPFE) method. CPFE explicitly mod-
els the microstructure and enforces both compatibility and
equilibrium across grain boundaries. Here, CPFE is consid-
ered the ground truth model. The results are also compared
against an ODF model that employs the Taylor assump-
tion. The equivalent stress–strain response for all three
models are compared in Fig. 5 for compression as well as
shear test. The ODF model does not satisfy equilibrium
and leads to a stiff upper bound response. Although the
NNOCF model gives little to no improvement from the
ODF result at small strains, modest improvements are seen
at larger strains with the NNOCF result trending towards
the CPFE result.

The strength of the NNOCF model, however, is its abil-
ity to predict texture components that are missed entirely
by the ODF model. For example, during y-axis compres-
sion, �p=2 orientation is favorably aligned with the com-
pression axis and the ODF model indeed predicts no
change in this orientation with deformation (as shown in
Fig. 6(a)). On the other hand, CPFE predicts that this ori-
entation should change gradually because the orientation is
unfavorably aligned to the inhomogeneous local
deformation state of its neighborhood grains. A similar
trend is indeed predicted by the NNOCF model. Another
example for 7p=18 orientation during X-axis shear is shown
in Fig. 6(b). Here, a sharp increase in orientation is pre-
dicted at a strain of 0.075 by the Taylor model, while both
CPFE and NNOCF models predict a more gradual change
due to interactions with neighbor grains.

When making the comparison of ODF/NNOCF models
with the CPFE model in Fig. 6(a), note that each grain with
�p=2 orientation in the CPFE model behaves differently
depending on its neighborhood. The ODF or NNOCF
models, in contrast, capture an average change for each ori-
entation. Thus, to reliably compare the probabilistic mod-
els with the CPFE model, one needs to average the
orientation change of all grains in the CPFE model with
the same initial orientation. The prediction of average
changes in grain orientation as seen in the evolution of sev-
eral other orientations is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7
compares the orientation change predicted by the ODF,
NNOCF and the CPFE model for nodes 1 to 4 in the
ODF mesh during x-axis shear. Fig. 8 compares the ori-
entation change predicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the
CPFE model for nodes 6 to 9 in the ODF mesh during y-
axis compression. As seen from these plots, the use of



Fig. 9. Comparison of orientation change predicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the CPFE model at 7.5 s during y-axis compression (A) and x-axis
shear (B). Regions of the microstructure where the use of NNOCF information leads to significant changes in reorientation prediction are
highlighted.
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neighborhood information (via the NNOCF) leads to sig-
nificantly better prediction of texturing in comparison to
the ODF model.
The differences between the CPFE and NNOCF models
in predicted textures is primarily due to the use of averaged
neighborhood information in the NNOCF model. In other



Fig. 10. Comparison of equivalent stress at 7.5 s during y-axis compression (A) and x-axis shear (B).
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words, NNOCF model overlooks the differences in local
neighborhood for grains that have the same orientation
but are located at different positions in the microstructure.
Alternatively, the NNOCF results shown here can be seen
as an ensemble average obtained for all microstructures
with the given initial two-point descriptor. In contrast,
the CPFE solution shown here provides a single sample
from this large ensemble of microstructures. In order to
visually interpret the results of the NNOCF and ODF mod-
els against the CPFE model, we have plotted the
microstructural fields in Figs. 9 and 10. Since the ODF
and NNOCF models work in the orientation space and
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do not compute the fields over a microstructure (unlike the
CPFE model), we have superposed the orientation changes
and stresses for each grain over a pixel grid of the
microstructure. Comparison of orientation change pre-
dicted by the ODF, NNOCF and the CPFE model at
7.5 s during y-axis compression and x-axis shear are shown
in Fig. 9(A) and (B), respectively. Regions of the
microstructure where the use of NNOCF information leads
to significant changes in reorientation prediction as com-
pared to the ODF model are circled. The reorientation in
these regions as predicted by the NNOCF model favorably
compares to those predicted by the CPFE model. CPFE
model predicts heterogeneous misorientation development
even within each grain, as dictated by global equilibrium.
Although the NNOCF model cannot model the intragranu-
lar heterogeneity, the average misorientation within each
grain is well predicted, as seen previously in Figs. 7 and 8.

The equivalent stress response for these models at 7.5 s
during y-axis compression and x-axis shear are compared
in Figs. 8 and 10(B), respectively. Although, in an average
sense (as seen in Fig. 5), the NNOCF results trend towards
the CPFE model, the stresses predicted by the CPFE model
are in stark contrast to those predicted by the ODF/
NNOCF models. There are intense regions of stresses
(banding) surrounded by regions of relatively lower stres-
ses. Such stress concentrations cannot be modeled using
the present approach. However, the regions of stress con-
centrations are seen to coincide mostly with the grains pre-
dicted to have higher stresses in the NNOCF model.

While the data presented so far are based on one
microstructure realization, we looked at the model perfor-
mance over 30 different microstructures to check if the
results could be generalized. Each microstructure was con-
structed using different voronoi tessellations and the grain
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Fig. 11. (a) NNOCF model reduces the error in prediction of stresses
and orientations on an average of about 25% when compared to the
Taylor model. The bars indicate the average of 30 cases, and the
improvements in prediction of each individual microstructure are
shown as a scatter. The individual improvements range from 13% to as
much as 48% in prediction of reorientation. (b) Comparison of
simulation speed of CPFE model with respect to NNOCF model and
ODF model. NNOCF model is 45 times faster than CPFE although it
is about 4 times slower than the ODF model.
orientations were randomly assigned. The microstructures
were subjected to x-axis shear deformation for 5 s. The l2

norm of the difference in reorientation and equivalent stress
predictions (as a function of time) of the NNOCF and ODF
models with respect to the CPFE model was compared. The
improvement of the NNOCF model over the ODF model is
shown in Fig. 11(a). The bars in Fig. 11(a) indicate the aver-
age of 30 cases, and the improvements in prediction of each
individual microstructure are shown as a scatter plot. The
plot shows that the use of NNOCF information reduces
the error in prediction of stresses and orientations by 25%
on average when compared to the Taylor model. The
individual improvements range from 13% to as much as
48% in prediction of reorientation and between 11% and
34% in the prediction of equivalent stresses.

More importantly, the decrease in error is achieved with
a significantly less computational cost compared to the
CPFE model. Fig. 11(b) shows comparison of simulation
speed of CPFE model with respect to NNOCF model
and ODF model. NNOCF model is 45 times faster than
CPFE although it is about 4 times slower than the ODF
model.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, a probabilistic model based on nearest
neighbor conditional orientation correlation function
(NNOCF) was used for modeling microstructure evolution
during deformation. The NNOCF approach is an
attempted move towards a new regime of computation
where instead of microstructures, probabilistic descriptors
are represented and evolved. The NNOCF describes the
probability density of occurrence of a crystal orientation
g0 at one pixel distance r from a given orientation g. The
neighborhood information obtained from this function is
used to correct a Taylor-based formulation of crystal plas-
ticity. The interaction between neighboring orientations
was modeled using a novel finite differencing scheme.

To show the relevance of this work to the material com-
munity, we have performed comparison of our new
approach to well-established ODF and crystal plasticity
finite element approaches. Testable predictions are made
in cases where the NNOCF model captures texture compo-
nents that are otherwise missed entirely by the Taylor
(ODF) model. Comparison with the CPFE results indicates
that the NNOCF model decreases the error in prediction of
texture and stresses by about 25% on average compared to
the ODF (or Taylor) model. For the various cases studied,
the NNOCF approach was significantly (45 times) faster
than CPFE and about 4 times slower than the ODF model.
The improvement in computational efficiency achieved by
NNOCF models is most useful when performing multiscale
design of industrial forming processes [25]. Once the initial
NNOCF of the raw material (or preform) is known, the
data can be used to improve accuracy in texture prediction
without incurring the computational expense involved in
the CPFE approach.
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